Airside Safety
Catch Edition 5
S

Welcome to the 5th edition
of Safety Catch, from
the Aerodrome Safety &
Assurance Team.

Aerodrome Safety

Safety Catch is intended purely for the advancement
of learning. It is designed to stimulate thinking around
safety issues, highlight scenarious that may not have
been trained for or occurred before and encourage open
discussion. It is not intended to apportion blame or liability
on the part of any individual or team. We endeavour to
ensure the information published is correct - but welcome
any comment where it’s believed not to be, so that
verification can take place. Our aim is to share learning
from safety occurences in a manner that is responsible,
neutral in tone, and accessible to all colleagues.

Contents
• S afety Culture and its
components
• Aircraft allocated to Stand
242 whilst T2 Engineering
were working on the
airbridge
• Vehicle entered worksite
without contractor
permission and drove
over cables
• B737 MAX parked on an
incorrectly sized stand
• And Finally

If you have any ideas for
future editions, or perhaps a
safety event you think others
could learn from, please feel
free to get in touch.
Contact us:
airside_safety@heathrow.com
Heathrow.com/airside
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Safety Culture and its components
Monday 14th May – Friday
19th May 2018 saw the
return of Airside Safety
Week with a full week of
activities taking place across
Heathrow. Once again,
the event took place in
roadshow format to bring
safety to life and enable
as many colleagues as
possible to take part from
all Terminals and areas.
The safety week is a national
campaign, led by the Airports
Operators Association (AOA) and
supported by the CAA with 50 other
UK airports taking part.
Throughout the week, over 4000
people came together to talk safety
and bring it to the forefront of our
minds. Attendees included ground
staff, cabin crew and those working
in support roles who also play a key
role to keeping everyone safe.

Towards a Just Culture

Some of the highlights of the week
included:
• D
 emonstration of the dangers
of driving within the fuelling zone
• Mental Health Awareness
• Personal Nutrition
• Consequences of using a
mobile phone whilst driving
using virtual reality
• The importance of wearing PPE
• Presenting United Airlines
with Ground Handler of the
Year Award

as British Airways, Virgin Atlantic,
United, DNATA, DHL and Menzies
to share best practice, highlight the
dangers of unsafe acts and promote
safety culture as a wider concept.
The importance of getting the basics
right such as speeding, seatbelts and
PPE was reinforced. In this edition
of Safety Catch, we’re taking a
closer look at the concept of safety
culture and exploring the key themes
underpinning it.

We’d like to thank all those that
took the time to visit and engage
with us and those who supported
the event by hosting stands and
providing prizes.
The AOA’s 2018 mission statement
for the event was “Demonstrating a
prosperous ‘Just Culture’ through a
centrally co-ordinated national safety
campaign” and this year’s theme
for Heathrow was raising awareness
of incident/accident reporting
and the life-cycle of a report.
This started with colleagues from
Airport Operations who monitor
the Emergency ‘222’ line in APOC
and ended with the Aerodrome
Safety & Assurance Team who
perform the follow-up actions and
safety investigations. In addition
to these teams, Heathrow worked
collaboratively with partners such
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What is Safety Culture?

How can it be measured?

Every group of people develops
a ‘culture’, which could be
considered as shared attitudes,
beliefs and ways of behaving. In
a nutshell, safety culture refers to
the way safety is thought about
within an organisation. The Health
& Safety Executive (HSE) defines
it as “the product of individual
and group values, attitudes,
perceptions, competencies,
and patterns of behaviour that
determine the commitment to,
and the style and proficiency
of an organisation’s safety
management”. The enquiries into
major accidents such as the King’s
Cross Fire, Clapham Junction Rail
Accident, Piper Alpha Oil Rig in
the North Sea and the loss of the
Herald of Free Enterprise ferry
all found numerous faults in the
organisational structures and
procedures. These were judged to
be as important as the technical
and individual human failures.
Since these accidents, there is a
greater emphasis on the need
for organisations to focus on
improving their safety culture.
The HSE notes that ‘organisations
with a positive safety culture are
characterised by communications
founded on mutual trust, by shared
perceptions of the importance
of safety and by confidence in
the effectiveness of preventive
measures’.

Measuring safety culture within
an organisation is vital because it
influences everything. There are
many tools such as questionnaires,
surveys and scientific assessments
that all seek to measure safety
culture in different ways. Whilst
these tools tend to have the
largest quantity of empirical
evidence about their use, they
have their weaknesses and are
not always transferable from
one context to another. The
overarching theme uniting all the
various tools and frameworks is
the assessment of the extent to
which organisations prioritise and
support improvements in safety.
To make safety culture easier to
measure, it may be broken down
into segments as described by
James Reason, a Professor of
Psychology specialising in safety.
He noted that ‘safety culture is
an informed culture and this, in
turn, depends upon creating an
effective reporting culture that is
underpinned by a just culture in
which the line between acceptable
and unacceptable behaviour is
clearly drawn and understood’.

Towards a Just Culture

What’s an ‘informed culture’?
One in which those who manage
and operate the system have
current knowledge about the
human, technical, organisational
and environmental factors that

determine the safety of the system
as a whole. For members of the
organisation to understand and
respect the hazards facing them,
training, education and awareness
are fundamental.
What does a good ‘reporting
culture’ look like?
A less developed safety culture
relies almost exclusively on analysis
of accidents and incidents. This
approach to safety management
is not in keeping with a modern,
effective safety culture and to
enhance safety in the future, we
can’t rely only on data on collisions
and injuries (after it’s too late).
An approach that focuses on
‘near-hits/misses’ to equal extent
creates a more accurate picture
of where the risks are and the
frequency of exposure to them.
Regulation EU376/2014 states
that an “occurrence” is defined
as “any safety-related event
which endangers or which, if not
corrected or addressed, could
endanger an aircraft, its occupants
or any person”. The regulation
seeks to shift the focus towards
a more proactive and evidencebased approach rather than
merely reacting after accidents.
A sign of healthy safety culture is
a willingness to report ‘everyday’
occurrences which we know aren’t
right yet happen all the time.
Unsafe conditions and acts can
become invisible over time.
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What do we mean by
‘Just Culture’?
Though wording can vary slightly,
the most common definition is:
“A culture in which staff are not
punished for actions, omissions
or decisions taken by them
that are commensurate with
their experience and training,
but where gross negligence,
wilful violations and destructive
acts are not tolerated”. The
implementation of Just Culture
became law under regulation
EU376/2014 which came into
effect in November 2015. Honest
and open reporting of incidents is
a vital part of maintaining safety,
and the aim of this regulation
is to encourage employees
to report safety occurrences
without fear of punishment for
genuine mistakes. All aviation
organisations in the European
Union must be able to show
they have Just Culture reporting
procedures in place and that they
are effectively training employees
in how to use them. Individuals
must feel able to highlight safety
issues, and self-report, without
fear of automatic retribution.
Previously, organisations believed
that disciplining employees
who made mistakes was the
answer. This created a secretive
environment where errors were
hidden and lesson learning was
limited. The vast majority of

Towards a Just Culture

organisations working in safety
critical environments have moved
on, but research shows that people
continue to need ongoing support
and encouragement to self-report
as it goes against our natural
instincts. Without Just Culture
organisations, we are unlikely to
fully obtain the necessary safety
knowledge we need to build an
accurate picture of where our
risks lie. The success of it of
course depends on fair and
consistent application. It is finely
balanced and can occasionally
be misunderstood - it is not the
same as a ‘no blame culture’
which would not be sustainable.
Wilful violations such as failure to
wear seatbelts or speeding have
never been tolerated. Getting
the basics right is vital and some
punitive measures, such as
penalty points can be allocated,
whilst still being in keeping with
just culture principles.
In summary, as guardians of a
developing safety culture, it’s our
duty to promote and champion
positive safety behaviours together
by ensuring we’re getting the
basics right, focussing on lesson
learning and putting safety at
the forefront of our minds.
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Aircraft allocated to Stand 242 whilst
Terminal 2 Engineering were working
on the airbridge
A Boeing 777-300 reported
to ATC that they were
unable to park on Stand
242 because there were
cones across the stand.
Terminal 2 Engineering had called
Airfield Operations thirty minutes
prior to this to activate their Airside
Works Permit, and to request a
stand closure to repair a fault with
the pre-conditioned air system on
the airbridge. Airfield Operations
passed this information to the
Aircraft Operations Unit (AOU) via
the radio and requested a closure.
The stand was not closed in i-Airport
by the Operations Controller on
the Updates Desk. This enabled
the Operations Controller on the
Terminal 2 desk to allocate the
aircraft to stand 242.
When the aircraft arrived, T2
Engineering Informed Airfield
Operations by phone. As they
had just completed their work,
T2 Engineering removed the cones
enabling the aircraft to park. The
Terminal 2 Operations Controller
did not have any knowledge of
T2 Engineering’s presence on the
stand. The aircraft was holding for
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its original stand and the Terminal
2 Operations Controller sought to
minimise the hold time by allocating
stand 242. The Operations Controller
on the Updates Desk was unable to
recall the event or any circumstances
around it. A memory lapse at
the time was the most probable
immediate cause.
Investigation
Airside Works Permit
During the investigation, a number
of other findings emerged. The
Airside Works Permit was not
activated by the Senior Airfield
Officer (SAO), even though the
permit number was supplied by
Terminal 2 Engineering during
the phone call. No mention was
made during the phone call of the
requirement for Airfield Operations
to attend the stand after completion
of the work for inspection prior to
handback. The SAO later went on
to give permission for the aircraft
to enter the stand without an
inspection from Airfield Operations.
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Confirmation of stand status
Formal confirmation of the stand status did not take place and the
interaction between Airfield Operations and AOU ended in a way in which
it was unclear what the status of the stand was.
Radio Transmission between Airfield Operations and AOU between 12:58-12:59
Position / Callsign

Transcription

Airfield Ops

Tarmac, Ops

Tarmac

Yeah go ahead

Airfield Ops

Stand 42…. Err 242 can we have that closed on departure please cuz the engineers have got to do something
with the airbridge …take a pipe off

Tarmac

Err standby
Radio Transmission between Airfield Operations and AOU 12:59

Position / Callsign

Transcription

Tarmac

Ops from Tarmac

ASD

Go

Tarmac

Err was it you who told me regarding 242?

ASD

It was me yes err can we get that closed is that possible?

Tarmac

Well err no actually I’ve got a ground move going on there as we speak

ASD

Err cuz we’ve got the engineers they need to extend the bridge to change a pipe on it otherwise we can’t use
the airbridge

Tarmac

Yeah ummm I think we will have to move it umm Ok leave it to me

ASD

Thanks for that

Prior to the radio call to AOU,
the SAO had already suggested
to Terminal 2 Engineering that
permission was given during the
initial phone call, stating that the
stand would be closed.

Towards a Just Culture

Phone call between T2 Engineering and Airfield Operations between 12:56 – 12:58
Position / Callsign

Transcription

Airfield Ops

Yeah once that aircraft pushes back I’ll get that stand closed
and just give us a call back when you’ve fixed it

T2 Eng

Ok shall I activate my reactive permit with you as well?

Airfield Ops

Yes please yeah number?

T2 Eng

1708

Airfield Ops

Yeah

T2 Eng

341
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Aircraft Arrival
At 13:25, the aircraft reported to GMC 1 that they were unable to park
on stand 242 due to cones across the stand. At the same time, Terminal 2
Engineering called the Airfield Operations Control Room.
Phone call between T2 Engineering and Airfield Operations 13:25
Position / Callsign

Transcription

Airfield Ops

Ops Can I help?

T2 Eng

Hi there T2 Engineering here

Airfield Ops

Hello

T2 Eng

Hiya we’re just finishing repairing the PCA hose on 242

Airfield Ops

Yeah

T2 Eng

Which we organised a stand closure for

Airfield Ops

Yea

T2 Eng

And there’s an Eygptair I think it’s pulling onto the stand

Airfield Ops

garbled …cuz they were rerouting whatever aircraft what was meant to be going on there

T2 Eng

Ok well we’ll clear of the stand now so we’ll just move the cones and glims out they way cuz we’ve finished…
is he ok to carry on coming on?

Airfield Ops

Yeah that’ll be ok then I shall give the people a telling off cuz they shouldn’t have brought it on with your
cones there

Post Incident Follow Up
Following the incident, an OMRA report was submitted by Terminal 2
Engineering describing what happened. There was no report submitted by
Airfield Operations or AOU, though it is possible that AOU were unaware.
Previous Occurrences
Previous occurrences were reviewed as part of the investigation. This
showed a history of incidents at Heathrow where de-confliction between
maintenance work on airbridges and aircraft has not been effective. In
some cases, this has led to aircraft sustaining damage, and in some cases
engineers or ground staff potentially endangered by live aircraft.

Towards a Just Culture
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Safety Outcomes
Finding 1

There is no written
information clarifying how
the co-ordination between
Airfield Operations and
the Aircraft Operations
Unit should take place in
relation to stand status
and the exchange of
positive confirmation.
Required Outcome
Written information jointly agreed
between Airfield Operations
and Aircraft Operations Unit,
which results in staff across both
departments being aware of the
working agreements in relation to
stand status and the exchange of
positive confirmation.
Updates
A number of procedures were
published in an attempt to address
the findings of this investigation
and previous ones regarding safe
processes for HAL and Stakeholders
to work on stands:
• A
 irside Local Operating Procedure
(ALOP) Airside_ASD-O_
ALOP_006 (Applying Restrictions
& Closures)
• A
 irside_ASD-O_ALOP_011_
Management of Airfield Works
• ASWorks_OSI_004_ Control of
Works and its appendices.
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In summary, the agreed process
defined in these instructions for
closing and opening stands for
works is as follows:
1. Contractor/HAL Engineering
agree a suitable working
window directly with the
AOU (purpose of this call is to
establish that the stand will be
available to be worked on and
the closure can be planned for).
2. Contractor/HAL Engineering
calls Airfield Operations just
prior to the planned working
window to receive authorisation
to work and activate their works
permit (the purpose of this call
is to ensure it’s safe to work,
the permit is valid, method is
approved and the stand is
closed appropriately).
3. A
 irfield Operations should,
in parallel, activate the works
permits on the system and
contact AOU to officially close
the stand for works. During
day time operations and in
the case of any emergency
works – Airfield Operations are
responsible for physically closing
the stand with Bolton Barriers
to ensure appropriate physical
safeguarding is complete. At
night and outside operational
hours, the contractor/HAL
engineering will close the stand
using cones and glims, and
Airfield Operations will conduct
a stand closure audit after works

have commenced to check physical
closures have been applied correctly.
4. At the end of works, all stands
should be inspected, the
contractor/engineering must
contact Airfield Operations who
will inspect the stand, arrange or
remove any physical protection
and reopen the stand directly
with AOU.
It is also worth being aware of the
following key points:
1. The Airfield Operations team are
the final arbiter for determining
whether a stand needs to be
closed for a piece of works to
take place or not.
2. If no stand closure is required,
there is only a requirement to
contact AOU if a stand facility
is being taken out of service
and an appropriate contingency
needs to be communicated.
3. S tand closures are only required
where work is impacting the
availability of the stand for an
aircraft to safely park. Engineers
conducting routine maintenance
activities, such as updating a
SEG unit software (<5 mins),
changing a filter on an FEGP
or checking an airbridge
serviceability are highly unlikely
to require stand closures as these
works can all be stopped, with
engineers vacating the area and
handing over to ground staff as
soon as they turn up to prepare
for an aircraft arrival.
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Finding 2

Finding 3

An aircraft was allocated
to a stand which should
have been closed. The
Operations Controller did not
close the stand in i-Airport
or communicate with the
Operations Controller
responsible for Terminal 2.

Staff members involved will
not have been debriefed
or re-trained prior to the
publication of this safety
report. Staff not involved will
not be aware of the lesson
learning from it.

Required Outcome
Measures within the Aircraft
Operations Unit are reviewed to
determine the effectiveness of
existing safeguards in place to
prevent aircraft being allocated to
stands that are believed to be closed.
Updates
Changes to the layout in APOC of
the Aircraft Operations Unit have
been designed to facilitate better
communication between positions.
Previously, Terminal 2 did not have
line of sight and was around the
corner from the Updates Desk. Local
debriefs with AOU colleagues have
taken place and additionally, human
factors training is scheduled for the
department. Errors and mistakes are
a fact of life in a busy environment
and considered normal in any
environment where humans operate.
Learning how to identify manage
performance influencing factors will
help safeguard the operation and
our colleagues.

Towards a Just Culture

Required Outcome
Airfield Operations and Aircraft
Operations Unit staff members
involved should be de-briefed
and re-trained as required for
lesson learning and report shared
with colleagues.
Updates
Colleagues directly involved were
debriefed and the report content
shared for comment and accuracy.
The importance of permit activation
and safety reporting was discussed
and re-training offered. Wider lesson
learning to other colleagues not
involved, taking place throughout
this publication of Safety Catch.

Learning Points
& Best Practice
• A
 positive working relationship
between departments is vital
for safety. Sharing information
readily and supporting each
other is critical. Departments
liaising with each other to find
optimum time windows for
work benefits everyone.
• Confusion over procedures
and responsibilities can have a
detrimental impact on safety
by creating an environment
in which stress, uncertainty
and irritation can thrive.
Whilst clearly documented
and universally understood
processes underpin a safe
environment, unusual scenarios
will always occur where a joint
approach to resolving the
situation is needed.
• Physical protection was
effective in this incident
and served its purpose
by preventing the aircraft
from entering the stand.
Remembering to ensure this is
in place when a stand closure
is required and monitoring
compliance enhances safety.
• The exchange of positive
confirmation that a message
has been understood and/
or actioned is important
and minimises potential for
confusion. Be clear about the
status of a stand, whether it’s
open, closed or restricted in
some way.
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Vehicle entered worksite without
contractor permission and drove
over cables
At approx 03:00 hrs, a
vehicle entered a worksite
without permission and
drove over cables. The
cables were laid out ready
to be laid and were not live.
It was established the driver
had been given permission
by the Senior Airfield
Officer on the Airfield desk
to enter the worksite, but
prior co-ordination with
the contractor had not
taken place.

Towards a Just Culture

Investigation
The driver (Airfield Transport Officer, ATO) and another ATO were detailed
by the Senior Airfield Officer (SAO) on the Airfield Desk to position a
generator from the storage facility located in Grass Area 20 to Substation 4.
The duty was in response to a request from Airside Engineering following a
report of a power failure at Substation 4.
The vehicle used for this duty is a Mercedes Actros, a front ‘cab’ truck used
for towing trailers and large equipment such as large mobile generators
(image below).
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On the night of the incident, there were 10 worksites on the airfield. Being a
Friday night/Saturday morning, this was fewer than a normal weekday night
although there were some extensive closures on the airfield, as shown by
the Airfield Night Works Map for the period.

Towards a Just Culture
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As shown on the extract from the Airfield Night Works map below, a
temporary worksite was established on taxiways ECHO and FOXTROT
including LINK 35.

Towards a Just Culture
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This worksite was set up in
accordance with AWI 0246 (AGL
Primary Cable Replacement Project
– Blocks 57i, 58i & 59i) version 1
issued on Friday 9th February 2018 valid from Monday 19th February to
Friday 23rd March 2018.
The AWI stated that the Airfield
Ground Lighting Primary Cable
Replacement (AGL PCR) Project
is “an asset replacement project
which will replace life expired
cabling between AGL link boxes
(predominantly located in grass
areas) and AGL transformers
(predominantly located in pits
adjacent to edge of taxiway).”

Towards a Just Culture

It went on to say, “anyone requiring
access to Sub Station 20 is to contact
the Morgan Sindall night supervisor
prior to entering the worksite to
agree a safe access route.”
Vehicle Telematics for the vehicle
(WX67 EBU) were reviewed
showing the route taken at the
time of the occurrence.
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Analysis

Learning Points & Best Practice

The worksite was set up correctly
as per the AWI and the ATO was
trained and authorised to operate
the vehicle. The ATO was given
authorisation by the SAO on the
Airfield Desk, though co-ordination
had not taken place with the
contractor. The ATO believed that
permission had been given and
conducted the task. The ATO
realised afterwards that checking
at the worksite boundary prior to
entering would have been the safest
course of action.

• Worksites should not be transited
due to the unsafe conditions
within them. If it is necessary
to transit through a worksite, in
addition to prior co-ordination
with the contractor in advance,
a briefing at the worksite
boundary should take place. This
would safeguard against any
miscommunications and enable
a briefing on any hazards to be
given if necessary.

The SAO on the Airfield Desk could
not be interviewed due to imminent
retirement, though discussion with
the AfDM on the night suggested
a lapse in concentration is likely to
have been the cause. There was no
OMRA report filed in relation to the
occurrence, though the occurrence
was recorded on the AfDM report
when the AfDM was informed of
the event a few hours later.

Towards a Just Culture

• Submit a self-report via OMRA if
you believe there has been
a misunderstanding or a mistake
has been made. This enables a
follow up to take place in a swift
manner and lesson learning or
preventative measures to be
implemented sooner.

• A
 lways carry a copy of the Night
Works Map when driving on the
manoeuvring area during the
night period and review prior to
setting off. Where colleagues
may be required to drive different
vehicles during their shift (such
as Airfield Transport Officers),
an additional spare copy kept with
you is a good idea. It is safer to
use the airside road system and
should be used in preference to
the manoeuvring area.
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There have been six Safety Alerts issued since
the last edition of Safety Catch.
All Safety Alerts are available at Heathrow.com/airside
Classification: Public

6th February 2018

31st May 2018
ASGrOps_SA_010

Safety Alert

V1.0

Aircraft pushback from Stand 410

Safety Alert

ASGrOps_SA_006

Learning from an incident involving ULDs
during a strong wind warning

•

Fig 1: 20 x ULDs positioned on the ground strapped
together

Definitions

V0.1

Safety Alert

20th February 2018

Introduction of split scimitar winglets on
Boeing 737 models

ASGrOps_SA_007
V1.0

Fig 2: ULDs once the wind caught the
curtain of one ULD

Introduction

Introduction
The purpose of this Safety Alert is to share the learnings from a recent incident and provide the
Airside Community with the lessons learnt.

The purpose of this Safety Alert is to raise awareness of the introduction of split scimitar
winglets (on B737 -NG and -MAX models) and highlight the safety considerations whilst
operating around them.
The distance from the ground to the lowest point of the winglet is 3.5 metres. Additionally, the
winglet protrudes outwards at a 45-degree angle.

Incident Summary
On the 18th January 2018 during strong winds, the corner of a ULD curtains was caught by the wind
which caused the 20 x ULDs that were strapped together on Stand 430 to be blown across the 430
stands (430, 431,432).

Remember:

The ULDs then became detached from one another, and with the force of the wind continued traveling
at speed across the airfield resulting in damage to aircraft, vehicles and infrastructure.

Introduction
The purpose of this Safety Alert is to remind personnel of the requirements listed in
ASGrOps_OSI_035 regarding the pushback of aircraft from stand 410 which will then be
taxiing via Link 44.
It has been observed that not all pushback crews are pushing their aircraft back and detaching
the tow bar at the dashed paint markings in the taxiway. When the aircraft then powers up and
taxis via Link 44 it is causing significant jet blast to stand 409.

• Don’t drive under the wing
• Always use a banksman
whilst reversing, and at any
time if you’re concerned about
wingtip clearance

Investigation findings
The 20 x ULDs were placed on Stand 430 on the 15th January 2018 by a Ground Handler (GH)
due to an overstock of airline ULDs. Before they were placed in this area, the GH had made
every effort to move excess stock to cargo and full fit all departures, however they were still
overstocked. The GH contacted the Ramp Team for permission to place 20 ULDs on stand 430
which was agreed. The ULDs were positioned in neat rows, strapped together with all curtains
closed.

• Pay close attention to correct
positioning of wingtip cones

Classification: Internal

Classification: Public

15th March 2018

Safety Alert

ASGrOps_SA_008

EMERGENCY STOP button on
Stand Entry Guidance (SEG)

V1.0

Safety Alert
Uncommanded Movements experienced
on ULD Elevators

15th March 2018

Date: 14 June 2018

ASGrOps_SA_09

ASGrOps_SA_011

Version 2.0 (Re-issue)

Safety Alert

Version: 1.0

Equipment Assembly Point (EAP) Emergency Response

Background
The purpose of this Safety Alert is to remind Operators of their obligations under the Ground Operaters
Licence at Heathrow to provide equipment to the Equipment Assembly Point in an emergency event.

EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON must
always be manned for arriving aircraft

Introduction

Heathrow Airport’s Emergency Orders detail the incident alerting procedures, initial responsibilities and
actions for airport stakeholders to follow in declared emergency situations.

The purpose of this Safety Alert is to raise awareness of recent reports within the industry of
uncommanded movements from ULD Elevators.

Action in an Emergency

Incident Summary

Introduction
The purpose of this Safety Alert is to remind personnel of the requirements listed in ASGrOps
OSI 021 regarding the use of the Emergency Stop on the Stand Entry Guidance System (also
known as SAFEDOCK).
It has been observed that a number of ground handlers are activating the SEG without
positioning a member of ground staff at either apron level or on the airbridge to man the
Emergency Stop button.
Any ground staff member can activate the Emergency Stop button should they see a hazard
that could endanger an aircraft.

Towards a Just Culture

When contacted by the Airfield Operations Control Room to provide specific equipment or engineers for an
emergency incident, it is necessary for this request to be actioned immediately. Delays in responding to the
request for, Tugs, Engineers, Aircraft Steps etc. can put the safety of passengers and aircraft at risk.

Heathrow Airport has been made aware of three reports of incidents within the industry, one of
which is reported to have occurred at Heathrow which resulted in damage to both aircraft and
ULD containers.

Reference

In two out of the three incidents, it was reported that no operator was on the platform to initiate
the raising motion.

Any questions regarding this Safety Alert should be addressed to the Airside Contigency Planning
Manager at juliet.luff@heathrow.com.

All of the units involved were believed to have been maintained in accordance with the
maintenance program. Upon inspection of two out of the three units, it was noticed that the
rocker switch was corroded due to potential water ingress into the unit.

For further information on the Emergency Orders, please see the OSI document ASEO_OSI_076
Enquiries

Additional information, Operational Safety Instructions (OSIs) and Operational Advice Notices (OANs)
can be found at heathrow.com/airside/useful-publications.
Reference: ASGrOps_SA_011
Originator: Juliet Luff
Aerodrome Emergency Planning Manager
Compass Centre, Heathrow Airport

Effective date: 08/06/18
Approved by: Mike McKee
Aerodrome Safety & Assurance Manager
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B737 MAX parked on an incorrectly
sized stand
On 7 May 2018 a Boeing
737 MAX 8 (ICAO type
code: B38M/IATA type
code: 7M8) was allocated
to Stand 220, which it was
unable to fit on. The aircraft
managed to park anyway
and cones were used to
safeguard the wingtips,
which are the new split
‘scimitar’ type. These
present a greater hazard
on the ramp due to their
design (which is angled
downwards as well as
upwards) and they are
more vulnerable to damage.
A Safety Alert was issued
earlier this year in relation
to this.

This type of occurrence is highly
unusual, so as a lesson-learning
opportunity with the help of
specialists from the Aircraft
Operations Unit (AOU), we’re taking
a look at how the system works,
and how human errors can affect
the system’s ability to function
as expected.
Aircraft type codes are usually
contained in the seasonal schedule
provided by ACL (Airport Coordination Ltd), which indicates
the type of aircraft specified by
the airline against each operating
slot. The types in the seasonal
schedule only provide an indication
of the size of the aircraft that the
airline is planning to operate, e.g.
the number of seats. There is no
system crosscheck made by ACL
between the exact aircraft type
and aircraft registration (the latter
is unique to each aircraft), so ACL
does not provide any information
to determine that there is a match.
Airlines sometimes upgrade or
downgrade the size of the aircraft
during the season. The change
of aircraft type only updates in
Heathrow’s operational systems
once the aircraft registration has
been received and correctly matched
to the aircraft type.
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Given that these slot bookings are
made at least six months in advance,
the type of aircraft that operates the
flight on the day may be different
but the airline is still required to
provide the type code that best
matches how it intends to operate.
In the case of this flight, the slot was
booked with the aircraft type 7M8:
These initial aircraft types are used
for planning purposes but refined
when Heathrow receives notification
of the actual aircraft being used.
The majority of registration updates
are sent electronically, but a few
are entered manually. Some airlines
only provide details of their entire
daily operation the day before.
This function is performed by
the Updates Desk in the Aircraft
Operations Unit, based in the APOC.
Irrespective of whether the
registration is entered manually or
electronically, the process is identical.
The supplied information is checked
against the aircraft registration
database held in an airport flight
database system known as IDAHO.
If a match is found, the aircraft type
specified in the registration table
is then used to update the type
code previously received from ACL
(if it’s different).
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AOU colleagues working on the
Updates Desk view the IDAHO
database using an application
known as iAirport. The ‘validated’
registrations are shown to the
system user in two columns on
the iAirport flight grid, ‘REGN’
and ‘D/B Reg’:
When a registration update is
received, if it matches to an entry in
the registration database then the
registration is copied into the D/B
Reg column with the implication
that if it is now the same as REGN,
the aircraft type displayed against it
has been validated.
Where a registration cannot be
matched in the IDAHO database, the
D/B Reg column remains blank and
the inference is now that the aircraft
type code in the ‘TYP’ column could
be incorrect – as it would likely still
be showing the value the airline
supplied in the original slot booking.
This is where our recommendation
for best practice comes in.
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Any flight with a registration that
cannot be validated should be
inserted into the IDAHO aircraft
registration table. This will allow the
aircraft to be validated the next time
it is operated at Heathrow.
Once the registration entry has been
made, the operator should clear
the registration from the flight that
was reporting the non-validation

and then re-enter it. This will trigger
a new search for the registration
in the table, which will now be
successful and the aircraft type code
will update on the iAirport flight grid
to match whatever type code the
user had chosen when entering the
aircraft into the registration table.
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This was completed on Sunday 6 May 2018 when the airline had supplied a list of its aircraft operating the next day
on Monday 7 May, and the Operations Controller working on the Updates Desk was busy inputting those details
into IDAHO.
So the process was followed precisely but unfortunately, when inserting the registration into IDAHO after it had
initially failed to validate, the user selected aircraft type code 738 instead of 7M8 and so the system rules for the
first type were applied (that is, a Boeing 737-800 instead of a Boeing 737 MAX 8).
There are also a couple of system alerts that draw attention to inbound flights that appear to be operating with
registrations that the Updates Desk has not been able to validate.
The first alert is generated between 4 hours and the second ½ hour before arrival:

‘Zoning’ means the aircraft is in the vicinity of the airport and beginning to be sequenced by air traffic control for its
approach and landing. If this alert is not acted upon, a second alert is triggered when the aircraft zones to provide
a final chance to correct the aircraft type before it lands:

However, neither of these automated warnings would have been generated for the flight in question as the aircraft
had been manually entered the day before and subsequently re-validated, so it appeared to be a legitimate 738.

Towards a Just Culture
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Analysis
The Updates Desk position in the
AOU can be demanding with
multiple activities and tasks occurring
simultaneously, including aircraft
and leader allocations on aerodrome
radio frequencies. Distraction and
stress can influence performance
considerably. At the time the simple
error was made, the Operations
Controller (OC) at this position was
one of two OCs covering four desks
due to a meal and relief breaks with
a further vacant position due to
sickness. The other desks are used
for regular stand allocation duties
to monitor and manage aircraft
parking at each terminal. The OC
concerned entered the registration,
searched the database but could not
find the ‘7M8’ designator although
it was in the system. In hindsight,
the OC observed that it probably
would have been better to leave the
registration vacant when the correct
designation could not be found, but
felt rushed with the number of tasks
being performed at the time.
The Stand Entry Guidance
System (SEGS) unit provided by
manufacturer Safedock on Stand
220 is only able to show Boeing
737 type codes up to the 800
series (738) – this code is for aircraft
without winglets. At 34.32 metres,
the wingspan for this aircraft type is
less than both the 78H (B737-800
with winglets) and 7M8 (B737 MAX
8), neither of which are able to fit
on the stand.
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Interrogation of the Safedock unit
showed that it had been incorrectly
programmed manually for the B738800 (738) by a member of ground
staff, and that the flight crew had
turned onto the stand and parked
with the 738 type code displayed.

Learning Points & Best Practice
• Across the airport community,
attention to detail and up-todate knowledge of aircraft type
codes/designators help prevent
errors creeping in. Usually a short
briefing is sent out in preparation
for new airlines with a summary
of useful operational information,
but not necessarily for new
aircraft types. A more robust
process around the publication of
this is planned and will provide the
relevant information to colleagues
around the same time we expect
introduction of the type to service.
• There are now three airlines
operating the B737 MAX-8
at Heathrow, all of which use
Terminal 2 (LOT, Icelandair
and Air Canada). More
are expected.

• S EGS units should be
programmed in such a way
to prevent ground staff from
activating guidance for the
wrong aircraft type, which in
turn would help to prevent this
type of occurrence.
• Whilst it is reasonable for flight
crew to assume that the stand
they have been allocated is
suitable, the aircraft type code
displayed on the SEGS should
be queried if it is not what
is expected.
• AOU is working on a new
process that will capture any
newly registered or re-registered
aircraft. This will include the
ability to monitor and audit
database entries.
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And Finally
An A380 vacating 09L
via A6 caused damage to
signage and a link box.
At 17:23, ATC advised
the Airfield Operations
Control Room (AfCR)
that damage may have
occurred. Checker arrived
at A6 within 5 minutes
and at 17:33 a FOD radar
activation was received on
Block 16. A6 was closed
and the signage plate was
recovered, however the
damage to the link box left
a number of runway guard
bars unserviceable.
The follow up actions and
reporting by Checker is a good
example of best practice. We felt it
would be useful to share this and
highlight how it is beneficial to
understanding what happened.
The Checker team met with
the flight crew and obtained a
detailed, first-hand account from
their perspective. The flight crew
had planned to vacate at A6 and
briefed this accordingly. During
the landing roll, an automated
braking system fitted to this
aircraft type known as ‘Brake to
Vacate’ displayed an error message
suggesting there was a fault.
The handling pilot took control
announcing, ‘manual braking’ and
calling ‘exit at A6’ as per standard
operating procedure.
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As the aircraft vacated via A6,
the First Officer reviewed the
error message and the ground
movement chart. Alpha (North) is
code F to the east but only Code
E to the west so the aircraft would
not be able to take this route. The
crew reported being unable to
check in on ground immediately
due to frequency congestion
and were confused about an
instruction to ‘vacate right’ from
the tower controller. As the aircraft
was stationary on A6, the crew
reported being concerned about
the possibility of causing a goaround elected to turn onto Alpha
facing East, before acknowledging
an instruction from GMC to route
ALPHA, LIMA, Hold L1, adding
“looks like we won’t be able to
make that left turn, we’ll try”.

The follow up action and the time
taken to obtain as much detail
as possible from the flight crew
meant all the information required
was readily available for the MOR
submission. An investigation
is underway looking at whether
the link box and signage met the
standard outlined in the ICAO
Aerodrome Design Manual.

This required additional thrust
to perform the manoeuvre and
damage to airfield signage was
reported to ATC by a passing
towed movement.
The Checker team and D watch
worked collaboratively, keeping the
AfCR and ATC advised throughout.
Bolton barriers were placed across
A6 and close working with Airside
Engineering meant the event was
handled safely and efficiently.
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